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Executive Summary: 

N A T O  UNCLASSIFIED 

It is ;L co~r~monly accepted fact that in the littoral environment bot ton~ prop- 
erties have a significant influence on the acoustic propagation. I t  is both very 
difficult and very important to acquire accurate estimates of the environmen- 
tal properties. Currently, er~viron~rlc~ltal databases are often the only resource 
available to  obtain estimates of thc various environmental properties. Unfortu- 
nately, existing databases generally have neither the spatial resolution nor the 
necessary accuracy to  be effective in most situations. Therefore, it is paramount 
to devise a method of obtaining environmental properties for littoral cnviror~- 
iner~ts anywhere in t,he world. Geoacoustic inversion techniques can provide 
accurate estimates of the environmental properties for most littoral situations. 
Thc drawback is that,  to date, most geoacoustic inversion experiments have 
made use of data recorded a t  a vertical array of sensors which, from an opera- 
tional stand point, is not a very feasible configuration. For this reason, a new 
"thro~lgh-the-scnsor" approach that lr~akes rlsc of current or future operational 
systc:rr~s rrlust be developed. 

In this report, a new techriiquc of gcoaconstic inversion which atterr~pts to  
rnake use of a "through-the-sensor" approach, is developed and applied to ex- 
pc:rirnental data from the Meditcrrane;tn Sea. The technique is validated first 
on synthetic data which was designed to  closely simulate the acoustic propaga- 
tion through the real environrncnt. The actual inversion results are cornpared 
to  various forms of ground truth data and to  data recorded during the same 
cxperime~lt but on a different systrrl~. In both cases the results are in gooci 
agreenlerit with the other data sets. 
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The characterization of a range-dependent 
environment using towed horizontal 
array data from the MAPEX 2000 
experiment. 

Mark Fallat, Peter L. Nielsen and Martin 
Siderius 

Abstract: The characterization of ocean environments using geoacoustic 
inversion techniques has received a lot of attention in recent years. Generally, 
the inversions are carried out on data recorded at  a vertical array of sensors 
which often produces good results but, from an operational stand point, can be 
difficult to accommodate. This paper describes the characterization of an ocean 
environment using data recorded on a horizontal array of sensors. Data from 
the MAPEX 2000 experiment, conducted in the Mediterranean Sea in 2000, 
are used to determine seabed parameters for a range-dependent environment. 
A "proof-of-concept'' is provided using synthetic data. 

Keywords: Geoacoustic Inversion o Horizontal Towed Array o Strait of 
Sicily o Malta Plateau o Matched Field Processing o Genetic Algorithms 
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Introduction 

In recent years, considerable effort has been giver1 to  using geoacoustic inversion tech- 
niques to  estirriate environmental parariicters froni recorded acoustic data. These 
techniques have provided a viable solution to  measuring the in situ environmental 
parameters frorri acoustic data. Clirrcntly, tlie standard approach for geoacoustic 
inversion is matched field processing (MFP). MFP is a forward modeling approach 
which attempts to  rriiriimize sorrie rricasurc of the rriismatch between measured and 
synthetically generated (modt:led) ;tcoustic data. 

Generally, geoacoustic inversion experiments have ~rlade use of data recorded a t  a 
vertical array (VA) of sensors. 'rliis configuration provides Inany advantages in- 
cluding the ability to  distinguish botwc:en sound arriving at different vertical angles. 
Also, if the VA is moored then largc rcgions can be covered by sirnply towing a source 
around the area of interest. Howcvcr, this technique is not without limitations. As 
the range between the source and rcceivers increases, tlic influence of environmental 
variability can reduce tlir: accuracy of tlic estimates. Finally, frorii an experimental 
point of view, VA's can bc difficult, and expensive to  dcploy at mliltiplc sites. 

An alternative to using a VA is to  dcploy a towed horizontal array (HA) of sensors. 
Using a towed HA has scvoral be1it:fits. First, the source-receiver separation is 
constant and is often srnall (in shallow water it will be on the order of a few water 
depths). This has several advantages, including the fact tliat the properties along 
the propagation path can ge1ir:rally t)c assumed as range-independent and variability 
in the water colurrin is generally considered to  be negligible. Also, because both the 
array and source are towetl, largt: rcgions can be analyzed in a short arnount of time. 
Lastly, HA's are quite siriiple arid inc:xpt:nsive to  deploy at multiple sites within an 
experimental area. A disadvantage to  iriversion lisirig HA data is that the sensors 
generally span a vcry srnall portion of tlie water colurrin (on the order of a few 
meters) therefore the length of tlic array ddeterrnines tlie angles at which acoustic 
energy is received. 'I'hcrcfi)rc, for sonic expc.rirrierita1 configurations, the HA may 
have to  be very long or towcd a great distance behind the source which can be 
prohibitive because of both cost and logistical consitlerations. 

In the past, there llav-wc bccri a fi:w studies tliat attempted geoacoustic inversion 
with towed HA data [I, 2, 31. 'I'1ir:sc st~idics rriet with varying levels of success 
b11t several of tho lirilitations ill tc~~liiiicllics arid tools have now been overcome. 
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This study is intended to explore a new approach to the characterization of an 
environment using geoacoustic inversion. The most recent work by Siderius et al. [3] 
is a precursor to the work in this paper. In that paper, they looked at a limited set 
of data from the MAPEX 2000 experiment and carried out geoacoustic inversions to 
characterize the environment. Here the work is taken another step forward, a series 
of inversions are carried out at multiple points along an experimental track. The 
series of inversions or "snap-shots", are then used to build a full range-dependent 
model of the environment. 

In order to confirm the feasibility of this technique a synthetic study, designed to 
represent the important features of MAPEX 2000 experimental area, was performed. 
This analysis was then used to help devise the appropriate strategy for the inversion 
of the recorded MAPEX 2000 data. 

The paper is organized into the following sections, Sec. 2 provides a brief overview 
of the inversion algorithm and the propagation models that were used. Sec. 3 briefly 
describes the MAPEX 2000 experiment. The overview of the synthetic study is 
given in Sec. 4, and Sec. 5 provides the summary of inversion of the MAPEX 2000 
data. An evaluation of the range-dependent environmental properties is given in 
Sec. 6 and finally, the conclusions of the work are give in Sec. 7. 
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Inversion Algorithm and Propagation Models 

Geoacoustic inversion techniques havt: provided sc:it:ritists with the ability to ac- 
curately determine in situ erivirorirri~rital propt:rties from measurements of ocean 
acoustic fields. In recent ycars, hlFP has becornc the standard technique for geoa- 
coustic inversion. MFP is a forward rnodelirig approach where the goal is to minimize 
some degree of mismatch between measured and modeled acoustic fields. The prob- 
lem can essentially be defined as a global optirnizatiori. This global optimization 
can be extremely difficult. tho pararrir:tt:r space is generally quite large and very 
non-linear. Also, parameter correlatior~s exist,s which can produce suboptimum so- 
lutions. Finally, the parameters have varying levels of irlfluerlce on the mismatch 
(i.e : one parameter may cause dramatic changes in the mismatch while another 
parameter may produce no appreciable change). It is therefore critical to choose an 
effective search algorithm for the problcrr~. 

In this study the genetic algorithms package SAGA [4] is used. Genetic algorithms 
attempt to find an optirrial solution using procedures that are based on analogies 
with the process of biological evolution [ 5 ] .  The technique offc:rs a practical solution 
to most (if not all) of the issues associated with inversion using h1FP. It has been 
successfully applied to various gr:oacoustic inverse problems [3. 6: 71 and is widely 
accepted as being one of t,he st,andard irivcrsion algorithms. 

Once an appropriat,e inversion algorithm has been chosen, a forward propagation 
model must be selected. In this study two different propagabion models were used 
for the inversions. The inversions werc carried out using the normal mode model 
ORCA [a] arid the ray theory rriodt:l GAMARAY [9, 101. ORCA is a layered propa- 
gation model that includes the contirn~ous spectrurr~ and can provide accurate esti- 
mates of the acoustic field for rrlost range-independent environments. GAMARAY is 
a ray theory model that is extrerriely efficient and allows for multiple layers in the 
sub- bot,t om. 
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MAPEX 2000 Experiment 

In hfarch 2000, SACLANT Undersea Research Centre conducted the MAPEX 2000 
experirnent iri the Strait of Sicily, Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1). Orie of the purposes 
of the experiment was to test the effectiveness of inversion using data recorded on a 
HA arid to conipare those results to inversion results from VA data. The area was 
chosen for several reasons one of which was that numerous other experirnerits have 
beer1 coriducted in the region. This provided a considerable aniount of ground truth 
data arid corriplernentary acoustic data iriversion results. 

Longitude 

Figure 1 The MAPEX 2000 experimental site. The ship track went from S4 
through S1. 

During the experiment various data were collected. The acoustic data consisted of 
both linear frequency modulated (LFM) and multi-tone (MT) signals transmitted 
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from flextensional sourccs. Tlic data consitlcrctl in this study wcre LFM signals 
from 250Hz - 800Hz recorded on March 71t1. 'I'hc recordcd aconstic pressures were 
converted into the frequcncy doriiain l~sirig the Fast Fourier 'li-ansforrri (FFT).  In an 
effort to reduce corriputation tirric (luring the i~iversions, frequcncy bands in 50Hz 
irlcrcrricrits were used. 

The acoustic data werc calibrated lisirig a. rneaslired source spectrum. 'I'his source 
spectrum was rrieasured two days 1)c.fore t,lie experiment started. Tlle nleaslirenlent 
was rriatle using a refcrencc hydroplionc t,hat was placed in tlie water very close to  
thc sonrcc (on the order of a. ft:w rilct,crs in watcr that was FZ 100rri deep). 

Erivirorirrlerital data wcrc providt:d fro111 a varicty of different sources. Sound speed 
profiles werc obtained using both coli(llic:tivity, tcrriper;~t~irc and tiepth (CTD) arid 
expendable batl~ytherriiograpll (XB'I') st:nsors. Tliesc riieasl~rcnlents were taken be- 
fore, during and aftcr tlic acol~stic: data wcrc: rec:ordcd. Batliyrnetry ~neaslire~llents 
a t  the time of each acoustic ping wcrc 1)rovidt:d 1)y a niulitbcani echosounder. Also, 
pressure scrisors at tlie head arid tail of t,lie HA providcd estiniates of tlie dept'h of 
the HA. The depth of the sourcc was also ~iieasured using a pressure sensor arid all 
of the depth valucs were iriscrtt:d illto tlit: acolistic data files by tlic data acquisition 
systeril. 

Earlicr experiments conductctl in t,lic. arca 1)rovicled corc data and seisniic profiles. 
Fig. 2 is a Iiigll-resol~itiori scisiilic: profil(: fro111 tllr: SCARAB 98 tx~>erinlerit. In 
Fig. 2 ?'wtt is tlit: "Two Way 'l'ravcl Tiirrc". Tlic profile shows a srrloothly varying 
envirorlnlerit with a wcll d(:firlc:d liiy(:rillg str~~(:tlir(:. T11~ ;~v;tilablc: core data wcrc 
not used as ground truth 1)ut wcrc ~isc:d to  lielp dctcrniilic reasonable search bounds 
for somc of the properties. For a riiorc. dctailcd desc.riptioll of the A4APEX 2000 
experiment t,hc reader is ref(:rrcd to [3]. 
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Figure 2 High resolution seismic reflection profile from the MAPEX 2000 experi- 
mental site. 
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Synthetic Data Analysis 

When testing a new concept or technique it is often a good practice to evaluate 
synthetically generated data first. In this study, a "proof-of-concept" was provided 
using synthetic data that were set up to closely simulate the acoustic propagation 
through the MAPEX 2000 experimental environment. The environmental model 
wm built using the available ground truth data and information from the work in 
PI. 
Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of the synthetic environment. The experimental 
track was assumed to be l l k m  long with a linearly sloping bathymetry from 99m to 
140m. The seafloor consisted of a single sediment layer over a semi-infinite basement. 
The sediment layer had a sound speed gradient of A = 1.5s-I and the basement 
layer was iso-speed. The density and attenuation were assumed to be constant with 
depth. 

1 1 .  A 

5 6 7 8 
Range (km) 

Figure 3 Diagram of the experimental set up for the synthetic test case. 

The synthetic environment contained three different regions. Regions I and 111 
had range-independent environmental properties (except water depth). The middle 
region contained environmental properties that varied linearly with range (Region 
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II). The properties in region I1 were constrained by the values in the two other 
regions. In Fig. 3 region 11 is the area from 5 - 6km, delineated by the dashed lines. 
Table 1 shows the values of the environmental properties for regions I and I I I .  The 
source depth was 60m, the receiver depth was 63.5m, the range, (R), between the 
source and the first receiver of the HA was 300m and the array length was 252m. 
The HA consisted of 64 sensors spaced 4m apart. The attenuation, ( a ) ,  was constant 
over the entire seafloor at O.ldB/X. 

Table 1 Parameter values i n  regions I and I I I .  

Inversions were carried out at various points along the l l km track; over region 11 the 
inversions were done at more frequent intervals. Table 2 lists the reference points 
for the inversions. From this point onwards the inversions will be referenced by 
their position (i.e., the inversion with the source at 2500m will be called the 2500 
inversion). The total propagation path was 552111 and the parameter values that are 
obtained from the inversions are assumed to be estimates of the average parameter 
values over the path. 

Table 2 Reference points for the synthetic inversions. The numbers represent the source 
position i n  meters along the 11 k m  track. 

Finally, the synthetic acoustic data were generated using the parabolic equation 
model RAM [ll]. RAM is a finite-elernent model that can provide very accurate 
estimates of acoustic propagation in both range-independent and range-dependent 
environments. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of the inversions. Since the values obtained from the in- 
version are basically range-averages, they are plotted at the half-way point of the 
source-array configuration. Fig. 4(a) shows the water depth as a function of range. 
The results are excellent agreement with true parameter values. The only excep- 
tion is the 4600 inversion which obtained a water depth that was approximately 6rn 
shallower then the true value. The results for the sediment thickness are shown in 
Fig. 4(b). Again, the agreement is very good with the exception of the 4600 inver- 
sion; in this case the sediment thickness is about 6m deeper then the true value. 
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The fact that inversion 4600 appears to have erroneous values for the water depth 
and sediment thickness is not totally urir~xpected. Fallat et al. [12] found that when 
the sound speed in the sediment is lower than in the water column it can be difficult 
to accurately determine the water depth and the sediment thickness. but that the 
depth to the basement can be accurately determined. Fig. 5 shows the depth to the 
basement, it is clear that the inversion results are in excellent agreement with the 
true depth to the basement. 

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
Range (m) 

0 2000 4000 6000 0000 1- 
Range (m) 

Figure 4 Inversion results for the synthetic data. The solid lines represent the 
true parameter values while the o represent the parameter values obtained from the 
inversions. The dashed lines in ( f )  delineate region I1 where the properties changed 
linearly with range. 

The synthetic environment consisted of a sediment layer that had a gradient but 
the model used during the inversions assumed an iso-speed sediment layer. Fig. 4(c) 
shows the results for the sediment sound speed, the top line represents the sound 
speed at the top of the sediment layer while the bottom line represents sound speed 
at the bottom of the layer. The inversion results are in good agreement with the 
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Range (rn) 

Figure 5 Inversion results for the basement depth. 

true values, almost all points fall between the two lines. 

Fig. 4(d) shows the results for the sound speed in the basement. These results appear 
to be poorly determined, but this can be explained as a systematic error due to the 
choice of parameterization. In all cases the basement speed found in the inversion 
was lower than the true speed and in regions I and 111 the difference between the 
inversion result and the true value was effectively constant. This is due to the fact 
that the sediment is modeled as an isespeed layer. Modeling the sediment in this 
way means that at the sediment-basement interface the sediment speed will generally 
be lower then the true sediment speed. This introduces a systematic error that can 
be explained by considering the reflection coefficient given by [13]: 

In Eq. 1 the t denotes the properties of the top layer and b the properties of the 
bottom layer and 6 represents a grazing angle. From this equation it is clear that 
if there is a lower value for the sediment speed at the sediment-basement interface 
then the sound speed in the basement must also be lower to match the reflection 
coefficient. In the inversions the data are only sensitive to the reflection coefficient 
at the sediment-basement interface and therefore the speed in the basement should 
be lower. 

The results for the density are shown in Fig. 4(e). Again, this result appears to have 
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a relatively constant offset (especially in regions I and 111) which can be accounted 
for by a similar argument as the basement speed (see Eq. 1). Since the sediment 
and the basement have the same density the only boundary where density has an 
influence is at the water-sediment interface. In this case the sediment speed will 
generally be larger than the true value (because of the assumption of an iso-speed 
layer). The only way to cornpensate for the higher sourid speed, and therefore match 
the reflection coefficient, is to have density that is lower. 

Finally, Fig. 4(f) shows the final mismatches for the inversions. The measure of the 
mismatch was based on the Bartlett processor [14]: 

In this case the pressures were surnmed coherently in range and incoherently in 
frequency, therefore in Eq. 2 X 2 1 is the number of frequencies, p(xj )  is a vector 
of acoustic pressures measured at the array, and p ( m ,  xj) is the rnodeled acoustic 
pressures for a given model m .  In this form the mismatch can have values of E E 
[0, 11, with zero indicating a perfect rnatdi between the nleasured and rnodeled data. 

The mismatches from the inversions ranged between 0.039 and 0.074 with an average 
valuc of 0.048. Although a few of the points in the middle region have higher mis- 
matches it is clear that the range-dependent parameters did not result the inversion 
becoming unstable. 

As a final check, RAM was llsed to model acoustic propagation along the full llkrn 
track. This was done for three different cases: 

1) the true parameter values, 

2) the inversion results, and 

3) average parameter values. 

Average pararncters were used becausc they are supposed to simulate the reslilts 
of a long rangc inversion using VA data. Fig. 6 shows the transnlission loss (TL) 
for 250Hz modeled at a VA of equally spaced sensors l l k m  away from the source. 
Fig. 6 (a) shows that the TL  resulting from propagating through an envirorirnent 
built from thc inversion results is in very good agreernent with the TL from the 
true environment. Fig. 6 (b) shows that there is poor agreement between the TL 
fro111 an environment derived from average parameters and the 'I'L from the true 
environment. Fig. 7 shows same comparison of TL for a frequency of 800Hz. Again, 
thc 'l'L frorn an environment derived froni the inversion results is in better agreernent 
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with the TL from the true environment then the TL resulting from an environment 
derived from average parameters. 

Figs. 8 and 9 show the TL as a function of range and depth for the entire l l km 
track. The two figures are for 250Hz and 800Hz, respectively. In each case the field 
produced from the environment derived from the inversion results is in better agree- 
ment with the field from the true environment then the field from the environment 
built from the average parameters. 

In general, the results of the inversions were in good agreement with the true pa- 
rameter values. The only exceptions were the basement speed and density which 
appeared to be the result of a systematic error in the inversion. The synthetic case 
shows that using a towed HA to carry out a series of range-independent inversions 
(i.e., "snap-shots") over a range-dependent environment can accurately characterize 
the environmental properties. The following section will apply this technique to 
experimental data recorded in the Mediterranean Sea. 
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Figure 6 Transmission loss for 250Hz modeled at a vertical array after propagating 
the entire l l km track. In both cases the solid line represents the TL resulting from 
acoustic propagation through the environment with the true parameters. In (a) the 
dashed line is the TL when the environment is derived from the inversion results 
and in (b) the dashed line is the TL when the environment is derived from average 
seafloor properties. 
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Figure 7 Transmission loss for 800Hz modeled at a vertical array after propagating 
the entire l l k m  track. In both cases the solid line represents the TL resulting from 
acoustic propagation through the environment with the true parameters. In (a) the 
dashed line is the TL when the environment is derived from the inversion results 
and in (b) the dashed line is the TL when the environment is derived from average 
seafloor properties. 
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Inversion Results 

0 1000 2000 3000 rim 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000 11000 
Range (rn) 

Figure 8 1-L at 2.50117) , I +  1: i ~ ~ r ~ c . t  I O I I  o l  I-t;rlgc> ;lricl t l c y t  11 for t l l ( \  c ~ t  i1.o I lk111 t r ; r c , k  
for the t k1rc.r. c.;lsc,s. 
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True Parameters 

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 800( 10000 11000 

- -  

Average Parameters 

5",, t""" , 
Range (m) 

Figure 9 TL at 800Hz as a f~inctiori of rarigc and dcptli for the c~ritlrc, 1 lkrri track 
for t h t  t hrc~. casts. 

- l f i  - 
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5 
Analysis of Experimental Data 

5.1 Discussion o f  the Inversion Results 

This section describes the results of the inversions of the MAPEX 2000 data. Fig. 10 
shows the ship track with the corresponding points where data were analyzed and 
inversions were carried out. It should be noted that the ship was forced to make two 
course alterations during the run, and in these areas fewer data sets were analyzed 
because of the resulting deformation of the HA. For each set of recorded data several 
inversions were carried out and the results discussed here represent the inversion 
which produced the lowest mismatch. 

S h ~ p  Track 
Inversion Po~nts 
VA Pos~t~on 
Sclsmic Tlack 

Figure 10 Diagram of the ship track including the points where inversions were 
done. Also included are the VA position and the high resolution seismic track. 
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Even though measuremerits were provided for the water depth, source depth and 
array depth, these parameters were iricllided in the inversion because of the inherent 
errors associated with the measurement system and the modeling for the inversions. 
These measurements provided a useful guideline for setting up the search intervals. 
Table 3 shows the different parameters included in the inversion and their corre- 
sponding search intervals. 

A simple two-layer model with the same set-up as the synthetic data inversions was 
employed for the real data inversions. A more complicated multiple layer model was 
evaluated but was found to produce poor results. The acoustic data was not able to  
resolve more layering structure therefore a more simplified model was warranted. 

Table 3 Parameter search intervals used for the inversion of MAPEX 2000 data. For D,  
the starting point for the water depth was changed as the measured depth increased but the 
search interval was always 15m. 

i Pararrleter I Search Interval I I Parameter I Search Interval i 

Fig. 11 shows the environniental parameter estimates determined during the inver- 
sion. Fig. 11 (a) shows the results for the water depth, D. 'l'he solid line is the water 
depth that was rneasured during the expcriment. The first set of results, from 14.81' 
to  14.82' Longitude, have a good deal of variation around the measured water depth 
but the general trend of the sloping bottom is matched well. The remainder of the 
results match the measured water depth very well. The average difference between 
tlie measured and inversion result is 3m. Also, there is good agreement between the 
results using ORCA and the results using GAMARAY. This is an important result 
because to date very few people have used GAMARAY for geoacoustic inversion, es- 
pecially at frequencies as low as 250Hx. This shows that GAMARAY is an effective 
propagation model for geoacoustic inversion. 

The scdi~nent tllickness, h,  is show11 in Fig. 11 (b). Again, this pararrletcr shows a 
lot of variability for the first set of results but this is not totally unexpected. This 
portion of the environmerit is characterized by a sedirrierit layer that has a lower 
sound speed then the water colurnn [3, 151. The analysis of synthetic data in Sec. 4 
and Fallat et al. [12] showed that for this type of envirorinient the water depth arid 
sediment tliickncss can be difficult to accurately determine. This is because the 
sedinierit layer appears acoustically sirriilar to the water column. Even though these 
parameters are poorly constrained, their snrri, that is the depth to the basement 
layer, is very well determinctl. Fig. 12 shows the estimated depth to the baserrierit. 
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14.78 14.79 14.8 14-01 14.82 
Longitude (") 

Figure 11 Inversion results for tl~r: crivironmental parameters frori~ thr: MAPEX 
2000 data. '1'111: o represent thc rcslilts of the ir~versions using ORCA and tlie * are 
using GAMARAY, the solid line in the top left panel is the nleasured wnt,or depth. 

It is clearly secn that the depth to t l ~ e  1):~scliient is a much more sta1)lc rt:sl~lt. One 
noticeablr: f(::tture is around 14.81°, thn l)asen~ent depth makes a dral~iatic change: 
this feature. will bc discussed latcr in Sr:c:. 5.3. 

Figs. 11 (c) and (d) show the iriversion rosults for the sediment a r ~ d  t)aserncnt sound 
speeds. Tkic sctfiment sound speed is c/liitc stable with the only clcar c:hange around 
14.81". 'l'liis coincides witli the sarrlc cli:~ngt: ill the t)asement deptli n~(:l~tion above. 
The 1)aserricnt sound speed shows a good dt:al of variability comparcd to tlic sediment 
sountl spctcd. Ever1 so, most of the 1.es1ilt,s still fall within [1650; 1750]nl/s wli id~ is a 
reasonat)lc range for basement soluid s~)c.cds. 

Tllcrc :~rc sc,vcral possible reasons for tlio variability seer1 in tl~c: I):wc:li~r:r~t speed. 
First is t1i;~t ;it liigh frequencies t l ~ c  ;~colistic energy is not penetrating dt:cp enough 
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Longtude (") 

Figure 12 Illversion results for the effective depth to  the basement. Thc solid ? 

line is the rrieasured water depth, tlie top dashed and dotted lines are the water 
depths obtained form the inversions and tlie bottom dashed and dotted lines are the 
effective depth to the basement (i.e., Db = D + h). The o represent the results using 
ORCA and the * are the results using GAMARAY. 

into the scafloor, or not enough of tlic cricrgy is retuning to the array to accurately 
deterrr~iric the basement sound speed. Another possibility is that the envirorirrient 
actually contains more than one sedirricrlt layer and that the baserrlent speed is 
being averagod over several layers. A final possibility is that the expt:rirriental set 
up rrlay not allow for a wide enough range of angles to  properly sample the reflection 
coefficient. 

The inversion results for the density are shown in Fig. 11 (e). There is sorrie stability 
for the first sct of results but the rcslilts become unstable around 14.81". Finally, 
Fig. 11 ( f )  sliows the attenuation, the results arc very unstable which is expected 
since tlie attemiation will have littlc ir~fllierice on the acoustic field over sud1 a short 
propagatiorl distance ( N  550m). 

Fig. 13 shows the final mismatches betwcon the measured and modeled acolistic 
fields. Tlic ineasnrr: of mismatch was again based on the Bartlett processor. In this 
case though, tlie pressures were slirrirrled colicrcntly in frequency and incol~crently ill 
range, tlllis in Eq. 2 the X is the nliniber of hydrophones, p(xj) is a vector of acolistic 
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pressures measured at the array, arid p ( m ,  z j )  is the rrlodeled acoustic pressures for a 
givcri model m .  The previous work in [3] had shown that using an objective furictiori 
that was summed coherently in frequency and incoherently in range produced the 
best results for the MAPEX 2000 data. The reason for this was that the relative 
positiori of the hydrophones was riot known well enough. The mismatches ranged 
froni 0.17 - 0.48 and had an average value of 0 27. These values are well withiri 
expected mismatches for MFP inversion of real. noisy data 13, 12. 16. 171. 

Figure 13 hlisrnatch from the inversions of the MAPEX 2000 data. The o repre- 
sent the results using QRCA and the * are the results using GAMARAY 

In each of the previously discussctl figures the agreement between the inversion re- 
sults from the two different models was very good. In cases were there was stability 
in the determined parameter (i.e., the parameter value did not vary a lot over the 
search space) both models produced very similar results. In cases were the parame- 
ters were not stable both models produced results that varied over roughly the same 
size of interval. 

5.2 Comparisorr t o  Previous MAPEX 2000 Study 

Siderius et al. [3] conducted a preliminary analysis of some of the MAPEX 2000 HA 
data. They looked at both HA and VA data from the MAPEX 2000 experiment, 
as well as synthetic data simulating the MAPEX 2000 experimental setups. In 
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particular they concentrated on two different pings. The pings will be referenced by 
their time starrip arid are pings 08 : 05 arid 09 : 07. 

The environmental model used in this study is very siniilar to the one employed 
by Siderius et al. [3] which means it is very straightforward to compare the envi- 
ronmental properties. Table 4 shows the results from the two different analyses for 
sound speeds in the sediment and basement, c, and cb! sediment thickness, h, and 
the density and attenuation in the half-space, p and a. The agreement between the 
two results are quite good except for the at,tenuation for pirig 09 : 07. 

Table 4 A co~r~pariso,n of the res,ults frovm Szderi,us et al. 131 and the present study. 

I Ping 08:05 1 I I I Ping 09:07 1 
Parameter I Siderius et al. I Fallat 2002 1 I Parameter I Siderirls et al. I Fallat 2002 

5.3 Discussion of the  Basement Depth 

In the discussion of the inversion results it was clear that some type of anomaly 
occurred around 14.81". Not only did the basement depth dramatically change but 
changes were also seer1 in sediment sound speed and the density. It is thought that 
these changes are due to the fact that there were more layers that were riot included 
in the inversion model. 

Fig. 2 shows a high resolution seismic profile from the MAPEX 2000 experimental 
site (Fig. 10 shows the track for the seisrnic profile with respect to the ship track). 
At the beginning of t,he seismic profile two different reflectors car1 clearly be seen. 
The second, deeper reflector appears to have a constant separation of about 20m 
with the water-sedirrierit interface. While the first reflector is an inclusion that gets 
larger with range. 

Fig. 12 shows the inversion results for the depth of the basement Db. If Figs. 12 and 
2 are compared an interesting feature is observed. In the region before 14.81" the 
inversions produced results for the sediment thickness (h) that closely approximate 
the depth to the first reflector. After 14.81' the results obtained for h closely follow 
the second reflector. This is more evident in Fig 14. In this figure the results for the 
water depth and the depth to the basement layer have been overlaid on the seismic 
profile. After 14.81°, which is the area right of the 8km range marking, it is clear 
that the sediment depth closely approxirnates the depth of the first reflector and 
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before 14.81°, the area to the left of thc 8krn range rnarking. there is a clear change 
in the sediment dept'h which then follows thr: depth of the second reflector The 
inversion results havc bccri slightly offsot to proviclc: a bctter comparison. this is an 
acceptable practice because the diffvrer~t analysis's will introduce slight errors. An- 
other interesting feature is that before 14.81' thc estirriate of the water depth seerns 
to follow the actual depth of tho sodirncx~t 1ayt:r. which is not entirely unexpected 
because the sedirrient is a slow speed laycr which appears acoustically similar to the 
water column. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Range (km) 

Figure 14 Inversion r e s~~ l t s  of th(. water depth and the depth to the basement 
layer super-imposed on the se~srnlc. profile. 
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Evaluation of the Inversion Results 

One of the goals of this analysis was to build a model of the environmental properties 
for a '.real-world" situation. The previous sections have detailed how that was done 
and the actual results of the analysis. This section will show how the modeled data, 
created using the environment derived from the inversion results, compares to a 
different set of recorded acoustic data. 

The data used in this section is VA data recorded at the same time as the HA data 
during the MAPEX 2000 experiment. Fig. 10 shows the ship track and includes the 
position of the VA. The same frequency range used for the inversion was utilized for 
these comparisons. For the comparison VA transmission loss (TL) data is compared 
to modeled TL data. The measured data was calibrated using a recorded source 
spectrum in the same way as the data in Sec. 5. 

Fig. 15 shows the TL recorded during the experiment and modeled using the inver- 
sion results. In this case the source was = 1.8 km from the array. A lOHz frequency 
averaging was applied to obtain the TL (i.e., for 250Hz data from 245Hz - 255Hz was 
averaged). For almost all of the frequencies (the exception being the 250Hz data) 
the rriatch is very good. It should be noted that the mean level has not been altered 
in ariy way, that is, no offset has beeri introduced to either TL measurement. This 
means that in general the data has beeri calibrated properly and that the attenuation 
is being modeled correctly. 

Fig. 16 shows the comparison of the TL for a source-receiver range of = 2.4krn. The 
match is reasonably good but there is some degradation compared to that in Fig. 15. 
Finally, Fig. 17 shows the TL for a source-receiver range of = 3.2km. The match is 
quite poor. There are a few features that are correlated but in general there is no 
agreement between the two TL's. 

The results of this analysis can be used to determine an effective range where the 
inverted environmental properties would allow accurate modeling of the propagation 
in the true environment. It would appear that the modeling starts to break down 
somewhere between 2.4km and 3.2km away from the array. Therefore, it would not 
be appropriate to use this particular model for this experimental set up out to ranges 
greater then 2.5km. 
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Figure 15 The measured ant1 rnodclcd TL for ping 09:07:00. The black line is the 
measured TL and the red line is thc modeled TL. The source receiver range is FZ 1.8 
km. 
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100 
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Figure 16 The measured and modeled TL for ping 09:03:00. The black line is the 
measured TL and the red line is the modeled TL. The source receiver range is x 2.4 
krn. 
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Figure 17 The measured and modeled TL for ping 08:57:00. The black line is the 
measured TL, and the red line is the niotleled TL. The source receiver range is % 3.2 
km. 
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Conclusions 

It is a well known fact that in tlie littoral environment bottom properties have a 
significant influence on acoustic propagation. Therefore, it is a necessity t o  have 
a knowledge of these properties to accurately predict acoustic propagation in tlie 
littoral environment. Geoacoustic ir~version techniques have provided a practical 
sollltion for estimating bottom properties in situ from recorded acoustic data. This 
paper outlined a new approach to the geoacoustic inversion problem. Generally geoa- 
eoustic inversion experiments use data recorded on a vertical array of sensors (VA); 
however. t,he work discussed here concentrated on the inversion of data recorded 
on a towed horizorltal array of sensors (HA). The ulti~riate goal of the work was to 
characterize a range-dependent erivironnit:~it llsirig data from a towed HA. 

A syrlthetic study was carried out to validato the procedure and to pin-point ptr 
tent ial problerris with the technique. The syritlietic data were designed to closely 
siniulate the acoustic propagatiorl through the experimental environment. The syn- 
thetic study showed that when the sediment sound speed was less then that of thc 
water column, the inversion had the potent'ial to produce erroneous estinlat,es for the 
water depth and sediment thickness. This was riot totally unexpected since other 
studies have shown similar results for that type of environment. The other feature 
that the synthetic study showed was that if an inlproper model is used, systematic 
errors can be introduced into the results. Ultimately, the analysis of synthetic data 
showed t'hat the technique worked well. The estirriates of the properties were in good 
agreement with the true values and that long rangc propagation to a VA could be 
well matched using the environment deterrriiried from the inversion. 

The second phase of this work was to apply the technique to experimental data. in 
this case data from the MAPEX 2000 experiment was analyzed. The data consisted 
of LFM sweeps recorded on a towed HA. The experiment was conducted in the 
Mediterranean Sea off the south coast of Sicily in March of 2000. Inversions were 
carried out at numerous points along the ship track and these inversions were used 
to build up a description of the range-dependent environment. The results of the 
inversions showed that the technique was able to determine range-dependence for 
certain parameters, such as water dept,h, sediment thickness, sediment sound speed 
and the density. It also showed that for certain parameters, basenlent sound speed 
and the attenuation, there was very little chance of determining range-dependence 
or even stability in the results. When the results were compared with the available 
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ground truth they were found to agree quite well. In particular, the results were in 
good agreement with a high-resolution seismic profile from the area. The estimated 
depth to the layers was approximated very well, especially considering that a simple 
one layer model was used. The results were also in good agreement with the previous 
study done on the MAPEX 2000 data 131. 

As an additional analysis of the results, modeled TL was compared to measured TL 
from a VA. The VA was deployed at the same time as the HA and therefore provided 
another way to verify the results of the inversions. The inverted environment was 
capable of matching the measured TL up a distance of z 2.5km. This is a significant 
result. It shows that even though the HA inversion produces results that agreed 
well with the available ground truth these results do not necessarily translate to 
propagation to a VA. This is also not completely surprising because the HA will 
have sensitivities to different bottom parameters then the VA. 

This study has shown that it is possible to build a range-dependent model of an 
environment from a series of range-independent inversions of towed HA data. It is 
a future goal to apply this "snap-shot" approach to different and more complicated 
data, including greater range dependence and higher frequencies. 
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